
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Tesse l la t ions  
Tessellation Shapes
Regular tessellationsA
Regular tessellations are tile patterns made up of one single shape placed in some kind of 
pattern. There are three types of regular tessellations: triangles, squares and hexagons. 

Semi-Regular TessellationA
When two or three types of polygons share a common vertex, a semi-regular tessellation is formed.A

Demi-Regular TessellationsA
Tessellations that combine two or three polygon arrangements.A

Tesellation Transpositions
TranslationA
A tessellation in which the shape repeats by moving orA
sliding. Notice how the images translate from side toA
side, as well as, up and down as they repeat.A

RotationA
A tessellation in which the shape repeats by rotatingA
or turning. Notice how the images rotate as they 
repeat over and over.A

ReflectionA
A tessellation in which the shape repeats byA
reflecting or flipping. Notice how the images reflectA
each other as they repeat.A



Tesse l la t ions  
Triangles 
Does each vertex look the same? 
The interior angle of each equilateral triangle is 60 degrees.
60 + 60 + 60 + 60 + 60 + 60 = 360 degrees

Squares 
Does each vertex look the same? 
The interior angle of each square is 90 degrees.
90 + 90 + 90 + 90 = 360 degrees 

Hexagons 
Does each vertex look the same? 
The interior angle of each Hexagon is 90 degrees.
120 + 120 + 120 = 360 degrees 

Heptagons 
This is not a tessellation because the 

shapes overlap.

Pentagons 
The interior angle of a pentagon is 108 degrees.
108 + 108 + 108 = 324 degrees 
This is not a tessellation because the angles 
do not add up to 360 degrees.



 

 

 

 

 

Make a TessellationA
Print out the pre-made gecko tessellation on the next page. Color in the geckos, cut them 
out, and tape them on a piece of paper. Print more for an even larger tessellation! 

How Was the Gecko Tessellation Made?A

1. Start with a square. Create a line design the length of one side ofA
the shape.A

2. Trace the design along one side. Rotate the design around point AA
and trace along the adjacent side.A

http://www.raftsac.org/ideas/Tessellating%20Lizard.pdf 

3. Cut the square along the lines as marked.

4. Move the cut pieces from their original positions to their new
positions as indicated by the trace line.

5. Repeat steps 2 - 4 using a new line design. Trace the new design,
then rotate the design at point B. 

6. Tape all pieces together at to their new locations.

http://www.raftsac.org/ideas/Tessellating%20Lizard.pdf





